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Yu Sheng first came to Yang’s Enterprise. 

The moment he saw Li Hongsu, the picture of Li Hongsu strangling his mother in front of him eight years 

ago appeared in his mind, and his eyes were suddenly bloodshot. 

For eight years, this picture always appeared in his mind from time to time, reminding him not to forget 

to avenge his mother. 

He looked down, seeing Yang Zihuan and Gao Qing kneeling on the ground, the killing intent in his eyes 

became stronger. 

He was in a cold war with Yang Zihuan during this period, but Yang Zihuan was still his wife, and he could 

not let others insult her. 

“Niezhang, you finally came!” Li Hongsu also saw Yu Sheng and shouted coldly. 

Yu Sheng glanced at her, took a deep breath, walked over and helped Yang Zihuan and Gao Qing up. 

“It’s all you rubbish, causing our mother and daughter to be humiliated. Are you happy now?” 

As soon as Gao Qing stood up, he slapped Yu Sheng with a slap in the face. 

Yu Sheng could have been able to hide, but this time, he did not hide, letting Gao Qing’s slap in the face 

severely slapped. 

Because he knew that Gao Qing and Yang Zihuan were humiliated because of him. 

“Our family will be killed by you sooner or later. If you have some conscience, go to He Zihuan and 

divorce today!” Gao Qing was still puzzled and raised his hand to fight. 

“Okay, let’s talk about it after you get angry.” Yang Zihuan took Gao Qing’s hand and took a deep look at 

Yu Sheng, with anger and unwillingness in his eyes. 

“Hahaha, for the rest of your life, for the rest of your life, you seem to be a very competent son-in-law.” 

Li Hongsu laughed haha. 

Yu Sheng turned his head to look at Li Hongsu. Li Hongsu turned to Yang Zihuan and the others and said, 

“It’s this waste that hurts you and your entire Yang family. Don’t you hate him?” 

The expressions of Yang Jian and the others changed. Li Hongsu’s words were already very clear. This is 

not to let their Yang family go. 

“For the rest of your life, you provoke a formidable enemy outside, and also hurt our Yang family. You 

are looking for death!” 

“I suggest that you blast him out of the Yang family now and never enter my Yang family forever!” 

“I declare that for the rest of my life he will not be our Yang family son-in-law, he has nothing to do with 

our Yang family!” 

Everyone in the Yang family accused Yu Sheng, and everyone was excited and wanted to drive Yu Sheng 

out. 

Gao Qing and Yang Zihuan also trembled, what is the origin of this woman, even the Yang family did not 

let it go? 

“For the rest of your life, from now on, you are no longer my Gao Qing’s son-in-law. You don’t have to 

be married anymore. Just get out. From then on, you and my Yang family won’t talk to each other. Get 

out now!” 

Gao Qing pointed to Yu Sheng and shouted angrily. 

Yang Zihuan opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but in the end he didn’t say anything. 

Yesterday the rest of my life vowed that they would not be harmed anymore. Only one day later, she 



was so humiliated and humiliated today. She was too disappointed in the rest of my life. 

“Hahaha.” 

Li Hongsu held his palm and laughed, and looked at Yu Sheng with pity in a blink of an eye, and said: “I 

don’t think you have let go of the dignity of a man and endured the insults of the world, entering the 

family of Zhu Yang, but now you are about to be kicked away. It is really pitiful, since you are so humble. 

You’re alive, why not die? It’s worthy of your parents too.” 

Li Jing also looked at Yu Sheng with some surprise. When he came, he had been thinking about what 

kind of person Yu Sheng would be like. 

Unexpectedly, for the rest of his life, he would be so useless, and he would have no place in the Yang 

family. 

How did he defeat Ji Tian? 

“Humble?” 

Yu Sheng looked at Li Hongsu faintly, and said: “I live very humble, no one looks down on me, but…” 

“It doesn’t mean anyone can bully me!” 

“So? What can you do? Revolt?” 

Li Hongsu laughed and said, “You are a trash, do you have the ability to resist?” 

She looked back at Li Jing next to her and said proudly: “My second brother is the master of martial arts 

today. What is the difference between your three-legged cat kung fu in front of the master of martial 

arts, and the ants, can you still resist?” 

Yu Sheng looked at Li Jing, frowning involuntarily. 

Li Erye, one of the two great masters of the Li family, is a peerless powerhouse. 

Li Hongsu actually invited these powerful men here, which was beyond his expectation. 

Although he is only one step away from the grandmaster, compared with the real grandmaster, his 

combat power is not my star. 

Under the grandmaster and the grandmaster, there is a big gap, and it is also a great moat that 

countless warriors can’t cross their entire lives. 

If he couldn’t kill Li Hongsu with such a good opportunity today, he would be unwilling!  
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“Yu Sheng, your father is the number one powerhouse in Beijing, but you are so useless. You really 

disappoint me.” Li Jing looked at Yu Sheng and shook his head, eyes full of disappointment. 

Let him be a martial arts master to kill such rubbish, it would be a shame to his reputation. 

“Really, then I will teach you how good this martial arts master is today.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

“I didn’t want to kill you, but you are losing Yu Zhongtian’s face by living in such a wasteful way. Today, I 

will get rid of your wicked son for your father Yu Zhongtian, lest he hears this message, in the end. He 

vomited blood in the prison.” Li Jing said, and walked towards Yu Sheng. 

“Second brother, wait, let this waste hand over Xuan’er first.” Li Hongsu hurriedly shouted. 

Li Jing stopped and Li Hongsu yelled: “Trash, where did you get my Xuan’er, let him go quickly, otherwise 

Daluo God will not be able to save you today.” 

“Don’t worry, he can’t die.” 

Yu Sheng said that he would no longer pay attention to Li Hongsu, but took a step forward, and rushed 

towards Li Jing. 

Li Jing is a martial arts master, and his strength is much stronger than him. According to common sense, 

ten and a half-step masters can’t beat a martial arts master. For the rest of his life, he has no chance of 



winning against Jing. 

But Yu Sheng felt that this was also an opportunity to help him break through the martial arts master. 

Only by fighting against real strong men and putting their lives aside can they get a breakthrough in 

inspiration. 

In addition, during this period of time, he has practiced the Jiu Xuan Tian Jing of the ancient Qishu. 

Compared with Li Jing, the martial arts master, his internal strength is not as weak as imagined. 

Besides, if he didn’t kill Li Jing today, he wouldn’t be able to kill Li Hongsu. 

With such a good opportunity, if he let Li Hongsu leave, it would be even more difficult for him to take 

revenge next time. 

Seeing Yu Sheng even dared to do it, Li Jing’s eyes flashed with disdain, and he easily resolved Yu 

Sheng’s moves by raising his hand at will. 

But for the rest of his life, he didn’t stop his hands, but blindly attacked. 

Because of his carelessness, Li Jing could only defend for a while. 

Seeing Yu Sheng and Li Jing fighting, everyone looked straight. 

Is this a master of martial arts? It’s more exciting than what was shown on TV. 

Many of the moves in martial arts movies are not real martial arts, they are routines arranged for 

viewing. 

At this time, the two masters of Yu Sheng and Li Jing really played against each other, and they all aimed 

at fighting the enemy. Although the viewing is not as good as the martial arts movie, it is very real. 

Moreover, both of them are very strong internally. There is a strong wind roaring within three meters, 

forcing everyone to retreat three meters away. 

Although Li Jing was a little rushed by Yu Sheng’s blindly attacking, he is a martial arts master after all. 

Whether it is fighting experience or internal strength, he is much stronger than Yu Sheng. He quickly 

controlled the situation and gained the upper hand. . 

“You are a little overwhelmed by my imagination. Among the half-step grandmasters I have 

encountered, you are considered the strongest. The real master is different from the sky, you can’t be 

my opponent.” 

When Li Jing’s words fell, the power of the whole person changed, and he launched a fierce assault on 

Yu Sheng. 

Everyone saw the two of them interlaced their hands and their feet were flying. They couldn’t see their 

figures at all. They only heard the strong clashing of their hands and feet constantly in the field. 

Under Li Jing’s strong counterattack, Yu Sheng felt that the pressure had doubled, as if the sky was 

about to fall. He had difficulty breathing, and his internal energy was not working well. 

boom! 

Finally, Li Jing slapped Yu Sheng’s chest with a bang, defeating Yu Sheng’s beat. 

boom! 

Yu Sheng’s back hit the wall, and a mouthful of blood spurted out of his mouth. 

This is the martial arts master’s strength, even if he has cultivated the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures 

for the rest of his life, absorbed the relics of the Buddha, and absorbed the spiritual power of 

understanding the inner power, he will still not be Li Jing’s opponent if he does not break through the 

master.  
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“The rest of my life!” 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s vomiting blood, Yang Zihuan felt inexplicably painful, so he went to help him. 

“What do you care about him? Does this waste harm our family? It’s best to kill him.” Gao Qing grabbed 

Yang Zihuan and prevented her from helping Yusheng. 

Seeing this, Li Hongsu smiled triumphantly: “For the rest of my life, this kind of treasonous feeling is 

uncomfortable, hahaha.” 

Yu Sheng stretched out his hand to wipe the bloodshot from the corner of his mouth, and there was a 

raging flame in his eyes and then burned. 

“Boy, don’t struggle, you are not my opponent.” Li Jing said lightly. 

“Really, but I don’t think the martial arts master is nothing more than that.” 

Yu Sheng smiled faintly, and suddenly opened a weird frame. 

Off style! 

This is the starting hand style of the Tianli palm that he learned from the Nine Profound Heaven 

Scriptures. 

There are many martial arts moves in the Nine Profound Sky Sutras, all of which are more profound and 

profound. So far, he has only learned the Heavenly Li palm, a total of seven or seventy-nine palms, but it 

has been so long before he can barely master one of them. Essence. 

There have been no real masters before, and he has never used it. 

Now facing the martial arts master, it is his opportunity to test this set of manipulation. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s weird frame, Li Jing’s eyes lit up. 

Yu Sheng’s hand-frame style looked weird, but as a martial arts master, of course, he could see the 

extraordinary at a glance. He had never seen this kind of move. 

“Arrogant, ignorant child, let you know the power of the martial arts master today!” 

Li Jing snorted and attacked Yu Sheng first. 

Bang bang bang! 

The two quickly fought together again. 

For the rest of his life, he turned his inner strength to the extreme, with unmatched strength in every 

move and every style. 

In the face of the weird moves for the rest of his life, Li Jing also put his inner strength into full play, and 

both of them were able to go all out. 

At this time, everyone couldn’t tell which was the rest of his life and which was Li Jing. The afterimages 

of only two people in the field emerged and dissipated, and dissipated and reappeared. 

Finally, Yu Sheng was shot and flew out by Li Jing’s palm. 

But this time, Yu Sheng finally stopped abruptly when his back was about to hit the wall. 

It can be said that Li Jing’s palm used at least nine points of force. Although he didn’t hit the wall for the 

rest of his life, he was not affected by it, and he squirted blood again. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s vomiting blood again, his face turned pale and terrible, Yang Zihuan’s heart was 

shocked again. 

She knew that Yu Sheng could play well, but she didn’t expect Li Jing to be better able to play. 

Today’s fight between the two also gave her a boost. 

In fact, it’s not just her, everyone in the entire front hall is trembling at this moment. 

How do they usually know that there are such powerful martial arts masters in this world. 

Generally speaking, these four words for martial arts master only appear in novels or TV. 

I have seen it with my own eyes today, and all feel the magic of the world. 



Gao Qing has an ugly face, the stronger she is for the rest of her life, she feels inexplicably scared in her 

heart. 

She usually does not curse Yu Sheng, if she really provokes Yu Sheng, she believes that Yu Sheng can slap 

her to death. 

At this moment, she only hoped that Li Jing would quickly kill the rest of her life! 

“I said, you are not my opponent, don’t struggle…” 

Li Jing didn’t finish speaking, so he listened to Yu Sheng laughed and said, “Enjoy, come again.” 

Yu Sheng smiled and wiped the bloodshot from the corner of his mouth, and rushed to Li Jing fiercely. 

Li Jing frowned. For the rest of his life, he was slapped twice, and he still had more energy. What kind of 

physique is this kid, and how can he fight so hard? 

Moreover, when Li Jing was surprised, Yu Sheng actually got more and more courageous, and he and Yu 

Sheng have been strong offensively, and they obviously felt that their internal energy was consumed a 

lot. 

The fight between the two couldn’t stop at all. More than two hours passed quickly. 

In these two hours, Li Jing slapped Li Jing ten palms for the rest of his life. The first five palms and he 

vomited blood for the rest of his life, but for the rest of his five palms, the rest of his life was all carried 

down, only his face turned pale. 

But every time, the rest of his life rushed up again. 

Li Jing couldn’t bear the huge consumption of two hours. 

During these two periods, although he had been occupying the wind and seriously injured the rest of his 

life, he gradually realized that he could not control the rest of his life. 

Finally, after another half an hour, Yu Sheng finally slapped Li Jing’s chest with that brutal force.  
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The palm of the rest of his life was full of strength, even if Li Jing was the master of martial arts, he 

sprayed blood with his mouth open. 

At this moment, Yang Zihuan squeezed a fist secretly, with a hint of joy in his eyes. 

However, Li Hongsu’s face was gloomy, and his face was not good-looking. 

Yu Sheng turned out to be so strong, this was the last thing she wanted to see. 

“Boy, you’re looking for death!” After Yu Sheng slapped him, Li Jing was furious. He was a martial arts 

master. Yu Sheng was just an ant in his eyes. He was injured by an ant, so why didn’t he make him angry. 

“Come again.” Yu Sheng smiled, and continued to pounce on Li Jing. 

The murderous flickering in Li Jing’s eyes was also very shocked. 

Up to now, the two of them have consumed most of his internal energy. On the other hand, for the rest 

of his life, he is still high in fighting spirit. This kid is simply a freak. 

Seeing Yu Sheng rushing forward, Li Jing grunted heavily, turning his inner strength to the extreme, 

vowing to kill Yu Sheng. 

If you don’t kill Yu Sheng today, he, the master of martial arts, will have no face in going to Beijing in the 

future. 

At this time, due to the huge consumption of internal energy, the speed of the two slowed down, and 

everyone finally saw the two figures clearly. 

Both of them have a look of cruel expression, it can be described as fisting to the flesh, and everyone 

watching them is a little frightened. 

After another half an hour, both of them were at the end of their strength. Even a martial arts master 



who was as strong as Li Jing, after the internal energy was exhausted, there were no moves at all. 

You can only punch me by instinct, and I will give you a palm. The two of them have long been stained 

with blood. 

Two bloody people alive and well. 

“This……” 

Everyone was completely dumbfounded, and at the same time their minds trembled to the extreme. 

Is this endless? 

The expressions of Li Hongsu and her housekeeper also changed. The shock of the rest of their lives far 

exceeded their imagination. They had forced a martial arts master to this point, and it was a terrifying 

monster! 

Li Hongsu cast a look at the housekeeper, and the housekeeper knew, and walked towards Yu Sheng. 

At this time, both Yu Sheng and Li Jing were at the end of the battle. Not to mention that the butler was 

a warrior, even ordinary people could help Li Jing turn the situation around, and even took the 

opportunity to kill Yu Sheng. 

A murderous intent flashed in the butler’s eyes, and he walked behind Yu Sheng, raised his hand and 

slapped Yu Sheng on top of his head. 

As long as this palm hits the top of Yu Sheng’s head, the rest of his life will undoubtedly die. 

“Be careful!” Yang Zihuan exclaimed, with despair in his eyes. 

The others also stretched out their hands to cover their mouths, not letting themselves make a sound, 

and watched this scene in horror. 

Li Hongsu had a sneer on her face, and when she slapped her palm, she knew that she would die for the 

rest of her life. 

This evil barrier is beyond her imagination, if he is allowed to live, it must be her confidant in the future. 

“boom!” 

At this moment, a gunshot suddenly sounded at the entrance of the front hall, and then a bullet pierced 

from the butler’s forehead, and blood instantly flowed down the blood hole. 

The butler only had time to turn around and look at the gate, and the whole person fell down with a 

bang. 

“Dead!” 

The crowd screamed and saw a group of people walking in at the door, the first one, with a pistol in his 

hand. 

Li Jing and Yu Sheng, who had gone into madness, were also awakened by the gunshots. Seeing the 

butler falling down, Li Jing trembled and hesitated in his actions. 

But at this moment, Yu Sheng seized this opportunity and punched Li Jing’s heart with all his strength. 

“you……” 

Li Jing opened his mouth and spouted a mouthful of blood, with a touch of unwillingness in his eyes. 

The last punch of Yu Sheng concentrated all his strength and shattered his heart in one fell swoop. 

The light in Li Jing’s eyes gradually faded, and then he fell backward. 

The grand master of martial arts was beaten to death by Yu Shengsheng. 

“Second brother! Second brother!” 

Li Hongsu’s eyes were blood red, and he ran over to hug Li Jing’s body, his eyes full of panic and hatred.  
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Her second brother is dead! 

Beaten to death by Yu Shengli! 

Her second brother is a master of martial arts! 

Li Hongsu raised his head to look at Yu Sheng, with anger in his eyes! 

At this time Yu Sheng was half kneeling on the ground, breathing heavily. 

The punch just now almost exhausted all his strength. 

If Li Hongsu wanted to kill him at this time, it would be a piece of cake. 

Li Hongsu also saw this, she slowly stood up and walked towards the rest of her life step by step. 

As the saying goes, taking advantage of your illness to kill you, Li Hongsu will not miss such a good 

opportunity. 

“Mom, hurry up and save me. For the rest of my life, he hit me. Not only that, but he also asked 

someone to beat me. Mom, you must help kill him!” 

At this moment, Yu Xuan’s cry sounded at the door. 

That night, Yu Xuan was in the cherry blossom meeting, as if he had gone to hell. 

He was locked up in the basement, beaten up by Yu Sheng violently, and beaten by these underground 

forces. 

He hates it! 

It is difficult to understand the hatred in his heart if he does not kill the rest of his life. 

Hearing Yu Xuan’s voice, Li Hongsu trembled. He turned around and saw a big man holding a dagger on 

Yu Xuan’s neck. 

“Being a step forward, I will cut off your son’s head.” Chen Bin said coldly. 

Li Hongsu trembled, how could she dare to kill Yusheng, not only that, she also hurriedly stepped back a 

few steps away from Yusheng, so as not to misunderstand the other party. 

Du Fei put away the gun and strode in. 

Seeing that Ersheng didn’t even have the strength to stand up, he didn’t say anything, so he took out the 

Johnson Pill that Yu Sheng gave him and put it into Yu Sheng’s mouth. 

Yu Sheng swallowed Johnson’s Pill and hurriedly healed his injuries. After half an hour, he finally stood 

up, and his internal strength recovered more than half. 

This is the abnormality of Johnson Dan. 

Even if he had broken more than a dozen bones before, but within half an hour, his injury could be 

stabilized. 

As long as he continues to use his exercises to heal his injuries, within ten hours, most of the bones 

broken by Li Jing on his body will recover. 

But at this time he could not continue to heal his injuries. 

He still has important things to deal with. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s rebirth, Li Hongsu’s whole body was trembling. 

“Do you know why I have endured it for so many years?” Yu Sheng looked at Li Hongsu and said lightly. 

Li Hongsu was so shocked that when Yu Sheng came over, he sat on the ground in shock, “Why?” 

“Because I am going to kill you!” Yu Sheng said. 

Li Hongsu’s heart trembled. Eight years ago, when she strangled Yu Sheng’s mother in front of Yu Sheng, 

she actually thought about it. In this life, if Yu Sheng is allowed to escape from Beijing, one day, maybe 

Yu Sheng will kill her by himself. His mother takes revenge. 

It’s been eight years, and I didn’t expect to have really reached this point. 

“For the rest of my life, I am your aunt, you dare to kill me, you are so bold!” Li Hongsu said calmly. 



“You are not my real mother. My real mother was strangled to death by your own hands. Why didn’t I 

dare to kill you?” Yu Sheng said sarcastically. 

Gao Qing’s whole body trembled when she heard this sentence in Gao Qing’s ears. 

She is not Yu Sheng’s biological mother either. She beats and scolds Yu Sheng. If he kills this day, will he 

kill me himself one day? 

No, after today, we must let Zihuan divorce him, otherwise we will all be killed by him one day! 

“You, you, aren’t you afraid of thunderstorms!” Feeling the killing intent in Yu Sheng’s eyes, Li Hongsu 

was really scared. 

She didn’t doubt Yu Sheng at all, she believed that Yu Sheng would dare to kill her! 

“Really? Yeah, you are my aunt, my father’s wife, if I kill you, my dad might be very angry too. I’m afraid I 

can’t justify it morally.” 

Yu Sheng nodded, seeming to agree with Li Hongsu’s point of view. 

Li Hongsu finally breathed a sigh of relief. As long as Yu Sheng didn’t kill her today, when she returned to 

Beijing, she would definitely ask a few martial arts masters to kill Yu Sheng at a high price, or directly ask 

the Heavenly Kill Organization to assassinate Yu Sheng. 

The god killer organization is the strongest killer organization in the world, let alone Yu Sheng is not a 

martial arts master, even if he is a martial arts master, as long as the god kill organization takes the 

order, the rest of his life can only wait to die! 

“It seems to be against the ethical guidelines for me to kill you today, but I don’t need to do it myself if I 

kill you.” 

There was a fierce touch at the corner of Yu Sheng’s mouth, and he walked over to Yu Xuan.  
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“Yu Sheng, you even want to beat your own brother, you goddamn, you are not dead, it is impossible to 

tolerate it!” Seeing Yu Sheng walking over, Yu Xuan shouted. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Yu Xuan, but said nothing. 

“Yu Sheng, you now kneel down and apologize to me. I can consider not to care about you, otherwise, 

when I return to Beijing, I will definitely kill you by asking a master to kill you!” Yu Xuan shouted again. 

“act recklessly.” 

Du Fei next to him felt speechless for Yu Xuan’s IQ. 

At this time, he was still such an idiot, it was really difficult for him to connect with the rest of his life. 

Although the two brothers were not born by the same mother, they both had the blood of the same 

father. Why is the difference so big? 

One is a majestic posture, the other is an idiot. 

Sigh. 

Yu Sheng pulled out a touch of irony at the corner of his mouth, stepped forward to seal Yu Xuan’s 

collar, and lifted him up out of thin air: “Yu Xuan, when will you finally understand that your mother can 

no longer save you?” 

When the voice fell, Yu Sheng’s other hand became a palm, and one palm slapped Yu Xuan’s shoulder 

blade, and the pig-killing cry suddenly resounded through the entire front hall. 

“Niezha, let him go, you let me go of my son!” Li Hong stepped forward to pull the rest of his life in a 

hurry. 

Yu Sheng pushed Li Hongsu away, but Li Hongsu rushed forward again, reluctantly. 

“Niezhang, he is your brother, how can you be so cruel, do you want dad to die?” Li Hongsu cried 



weakly. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Yu Xuan in his hand, released Yu Xuan, but violently kicked Yu Xuan’s stomach. 

Yu Xuan snorted in pain, and curled up on the ground, covering his stomach and yelling. 

“Xuan’er, Xuan’er, are you in trouble?” Li Hongsu hurriedly rushed over, tears streaming down his face. 

“Mom, you are about to let someone kill him, kill him!” Yu Xuan cried out miserably. 

Li Hongsu really wanted to break the rest of his life into pieces, and even dared to beat her precious son 

like this. 

In her whole life, even if she calculated Yu Zhongtian and killed her mother, it was only for her son to be 

in charge of Yu’s family. 

There is only one hope for her life. 

That is her son. 

Her son is the spiritual sustenance after her disagreement with Yu Zhongtian. 

But at this time Yu Xuan was cruelly dealt with by the rest of her life, and her heart was cut! 

It hurts in my heart! 

“Li Hongsu, do you remember the scene when I knelt in front of you and let you let my mother go?” Yu 

Sheng said coldly. 

“She seduce my husband and destroy my family, shouldn’t she die?” Li Hongsu said angrily. 

Yu Sheng took a deep breath, then smiled, and said, “Okay, everything you say makes sense, after all, 

you are my dad’s main room. 

But I only know that if the mother’s grudge is not reported, it is like a beast! 

I don’t want to kill the innocent, you and your son, after all, you must have one for my mother to bury, 

you choose. ” 

Yu Sheng said, looking at Du Fei, Du Fei’s face was dumbfounded, eldest brother, didn’t you let them 

choose between mother and child, what do you see me doing? You won’t let me do it for you, will you? 

“This is your family affair, you want me to do it?” Du Fei smiled bitterly. 

“I’ll let you bring me that box.” Yu Sheng asked lightly. 

“You said this, I brought it.” Du Fei breathed a sigh of relief. He also has his own principles. Li Hongsu’s 

mother and son have no grievances with him. It is obvious that he will not hurt the rest of his life at this 

time. He does not want to do it himself. 

But if the rest of his life really wants him to do it, he won’t shirk it. 

“Bring the box up.” Du Fei shouted to the back, and a little brother suddenly walked in with a white 

delicate box. 

This is what Yu Sheng will give him last night, but Yu Sheng didn’t say what was inside, and he didn’t 

open it to see. 

Du Fei took it and handed it to Yu Sheng. 

Everyone was curious about what was in the box. 

Yu Sheng took it, but threw it at Li Hongsu with a bang. 

The box shattered, and a strip of white silk was spread out. 

Everyone was dumbfounded, and then a chill rose from their feet to the top of their heads. 

This thing… 

Isn’t it what you use to hang yourself up? 

He wants Li Hongsu to commit suicide…  
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At the moment when she saw Bai Ling, Gao Qing looked at Yu Sheng with terror in her eyes. 

She subconsciously touched her neck, this waste, will one day give me a white silk? 

The strength and cruelty that she showed for the rest of her life at this moment almost frightened her 

away. 

Is this still their son-in-law? 

In the past four years, she has been arrogant in front of such people, beating and scolding, showing off 

her power, just thinking about it, it made Gao Qing scared for a while! 

Yang Zihuan also trembled, looking at Yu Sheng with horror on his face. 

The rest of her life at this moment made her feel so strange. 

Unfamiliar like never before! 

Yang Jian and the Yang family also had pale faces, and their hearts were extremely scared. 

In the past few years, they have not insulted Yu Sheng. They had known that Yu Sheng was such a fierce 

generation, and given them ten courage, they would not dare to shout in front of Yu Sheng! 

At this moment, Yang Jian and several Yang family members felt a cold back and their legs felt weak. 

Du Fei’s face was as usual in the audience, and his performance was very calm. 

Ruthless? 

Since he knew Yu Sheng’s life experience, he felt not cruel at all. 

Replaced by him, he must also kill Li Hongsu today. 

And I’ll kill it myself! 

“Yusheng, what do you mean?” Li Hongsu gritted his teeth. 

“Well, since you are going to be stupid, then I will explain it to you.” 

There was a touch of irony in Yu Sheng’s eyes, and he said indifferently: “God, you mother and son, only 

one can leave alive. The suicide Bai Ling has been prepared for you. You mother and son will choose who 

to leave. Give you three minutes to consider. ” 

He said and looked at Du Fei: “Give me a cigarette.” 

When his smoke hit Li Jing, it had already been shaken to pieces. 

Du Fei took out the cigarette case and threw a pack to Yu Sheng. 

Yu Sheng took it, took out one and put it in his mouth: “Lighter.” 

Du Fei smiled, then took out the lighter and threw it over. 

After lighting up the cigarette and taking a sip, he said to Du Fei: “Give me a time. Three minutes later, 

there is no choice. You don’t have to leave either.” 

Hearing what Yu Sheng said, Yu Xuan seemed to have heard an international joke. 

Laugh out loud, this rubbish is really scary, do you really think I’m scared? 

“Yu Sheng, do you think I was scared? You don’t look at what you are like, just a door-to-door son-in-

law, who doesn’t even want the dignity of a man, you dare to kill me?” Yu Xuan said with disdain. 

“Yu Sheng, if you have a seed, just kill me directly. I’m going to see. When you see your father, how can I 

explain to him!” Li Hongsu said loudly. 

“Kill you yourself?” 

Yu Sheng sarcastically said: “No, no, no, for the rest of my life, I am also an ethical person. How can I kill 

my aunt myself, don’t you?” 

After a pause, Yu Sheng pointed to Yu Xuan and said to Chen Bin, “What did this mentally retarded say? I 

dare not kill him? First break a finger for me, let him see if I dare to kill him.” 

Chen Bin was shocked, this is too cruel, this is your brother. 

But he nodded, and walked over with the dagger, and shouted to several bullies: “Hold it down for me, 



and stretch out his hand.” 

Several gangsters immediately pressed Yu Xuan forcibly. 

“What are you doing? Let go of me, or I will definitely kill you!” Yu Xuan shouted loudly. 

“For the rest of my life, I advise you to leave a way for yourself, otherwise I will kill you even if I give it 

all!” Li Hongsu said with a trembling voice. 

Yu Sheng looked back at Li Hongsu and sneered: “Li Hongsu, are you an idiot? Now you still can’t see 

your own situation?” 

“No, don’t cut my finger!” Yu Xuan called out loudly as he watched the dagger in Chen Bin’s hand lifted 

up. 

Chen Bin looked at Yu Sheng, this was Yu Sheng’s elder brother, and he had to confirm once again 

whether Yu Sheng really wanted to cut Yu Xuan’s finger. 

“Chop!” Yu Sheng just said a word, his voice indifferent. 

“Dare you!” Li Hongsu shouted. 

“what!” 

Chen Bin didn’t hesitate anymore, and slashed it down. Yu Xuan let out a heart-piercing scream, and he 

slashed it off with his right index finger. 

“Animal, why are you so ruthless!” Li Hongsu sat slumped on the ground with a look of despair. 

“When you strangled my mother back then, why didn’t you feel that you were also ruthless?” Yu Sheng 

said sarcastically. 

“He is your brother, you will be retribution!” Li Hong Susi said in a cracking voice. 

Yu Sheng said to Chen Bin: “Cut a finger every ten seconds. After the ten fingers are cut, cut his hands, 

and cut his feet after both hands are cut!” 

As soon as these words came out, everyone in the audience trembled, and there was terror in the eyes 

of Yu Sheng.  
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At this moment, everyone was frightened by Yu Sheng’s words, even Chen Bin had a cold back. 

Too ruthless! 

Such a person, who is his enemy, is simply sad! 

“For the rest of my life, I was wrong, please let me go, I am a trash, I am a complete trash, please let me 

go, I will kneel for you!” 

Yu Xuan was completely scared now, and he didn’t doubt Yu Sheng’s words at all. 

He believes that for the rest of his life today, he will definitely dare to shave him into a club. 

Li Hongsu’s eyes are blood red and the liver and gallbladder are cracked. 

Gao Qing and the others turned pale with fright, and their souls were frightened. 

Will this rubbish go with them to settle accounts today? 

Yu Sheng, is this your true face? It’s so terrible when it’s ruthless, the six relatives don’t recognize it! 

At this moment, Gao Qing couldn’t kneel down and apologize to Yu Sheng, begging him to forgive her 

for the excessive behavior to Yu Sheng. 

“Yu Sheng, why are you so ruthless, he is your brother!” Li Hongsu cried, she was almost crazy. 

“There are five seconds left to cut the second finger.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

Seeing Chen Bin’s preparations, Yu Xuan, who was heartbroken, was frightened, and said to Li Hongsu: 

“Mom, are you really willing to see me being cut into a stick? Please do good deeds and let me live a 

good life. Go down, mother. You killed his mother back then, it has nothing to do with me, I am innocent 



mother.” 

Yu Xuan knew that for the rest of his life today, he was determined to kill one of their mother and child. 

Now he can live only if his mother commits suicide, and he has no other choice. Besides, his mother is so 

old, and he is only in his twenties, and he still has enough to live. I don’t want to die. 

Li Hongsu trembled fiercely, looked at Yu Xuan incredulously, his son was going to die by himself! 

“Yu Xuan, do you know what nonsense you are talking about? I am your mother!” Li Hongsu said. 

“You are my real mother, so you should let me live. As the saying goes, tiger poison does not eat 

children. If I die today, I will be killed by you. Who did you tell me to kill his mother eight years ago? Ah.” 

Yu Xuan said. 

Li Hongsu looked desperate. 

This is my own son, my son who was pregnant in October! 

Li Hongsu’s eyes were full of irony when he actually said such a rebellious remark. 

So many years of maternal love, even if you use it on a dog, you know how to protect her desperately. 

But his own son actually wanted to die by himself. 

What irony this is! 

“Li Hongsu, your precious son wants you to die for him now, are you willing?” Yu Sheng said 

sarcastically. 

The other people also shook their heads. This Yu Xuan is really rebellious and angry. 

This kind of unfilial son, why didn’t God let Lei chop him to death one day? 

If I had this kind of son, I would have choked him to death a long time ago, and I would never raise him. 

“There are still three seconds.” Seeing Li Hongsu’s silence, Yu Sheng said again. 

“Mom, hurry up to die! You are an old immortal, a resentful wife who has no husband’s love, you are 

not dead now, what is the point of being alive!” Yu Xuan was completely afraid, and shouted again. 

If his mother doesn’t die for him, he will be cut into a stick. He is unwilling! 

“Hahaha, Li Hongsu, your son called you a grudge, he told you to die quickly, sarcastic or not? Is it 

uncomfortable? Isn’t it sad?” Yu Sheng laughed. In the past eight years, he has never felt so 

comfortable. 

“Yu Sheng, as long as you let me go, I can give you the entire Yu family and let you be the head of the Yu 

family!” Li Hongsu looked desperate, but she had to make the last struggle. She was only in her fifties, 

and she still didn’t. I have enough life, but I don’t want to die. 

“Do you think I will be in the Yu family? Wherever I am for the rest of my life, I can represent the Yu 

family and continue the inheritance of my father. Don’t worry, you are dead. The Yu family is still your 

son’s. I will not go with He fights.” Yu Sheng said with disdain. 

“Mom, what are you still hesitating about? Your death will not only save me, but also make me the head 

of the Yu family!” Yu Xuan said loudly when he heard Yu Sheng’s words. 

Li Hongsu was heartbroken, desperate to the extreme, and there was nothing to love. 

It’s such a big irony that his son should treat himself like this and let himself die as soon as possible! 

“Yu Sheng, I hope you don’t break your promise!” 

Li Hongsu’s heart is ashamed. What’s the point of being alive after giving birth to such a son? 

Die, death is the best relief! 

She slowly stood up from the ground, picked up the white silk on the ground, flicked it upward, and the 

white silk fell off the fire pipe. 

She pulled the chair, stood on the chair, knotted Bai Ling, and then hung it around her neck. 

Li Hongsu looked at his son deeply. 



“Mom, kick the chair off!” Yu Xuan shouted, he was very afraid that Li Hongsu would suddenly repent, or 

he would be cut into a stick. 

Li Hongsu’s complexion was tragic, his eyes closed, two lines of clear tears flowed down, and he was no 

longer in love. 

At this moment, she was truly unlovable!  
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Li Hongsu was dead, and his mood at the time of death was absolutely brutal and desperate. 

Anyone who gave birth to a rebellious son like Yu Xuan would be as desperate as her. 

But maternal love is great, even if her son is not filial, she can only swallow this bitter fruit by herself. 

At least before she was dying, she knew she was dead, and changed her son to live well. 

That’s enough. 

Yu Xuan is gone. 

Yu Sheng didn’t kill him or embarrass him any more, even though he actually wanted to kill Xuan Yu. 

But he wanted to rescue his father. At least how his father will treat Yu Xuan in the future is not his 

business. 

That’s his son, and it’s his own opinion to fight or kill him. 

After waiting for eight years, I finally avenged my mother. For the rest of my life, I was not happy, but I 

couldn’t be happy. Some were just regrets. 

But Yang Zihuan was very disappointed and angry. 

After this incident, she finally knew the identity of Yu Sheng. 

What a distinguished status as the son of the Yu family in Shangjing. 

But Yu Sheng actually gave up the entire Yu family to his brother Yu Xuan, and didn’t fight with him for 

the property. 

How silly is this? 

“Find a treasured geomancy place and buried the three of them.” Yu Sheng said to Du Fei. 

Du Fei nodded, and then asked Li Hongsu’s body to be taken down, and then left with the bodies of Li 

Jing and the housekeeper. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Yang Zihuan and the others, then turned and walked outside. 

As soon as he walked out of the door, Yang Zihuan chased it out. 

“Where are you going?” Yang Zihuan asked. 

“Healing.” In the previous battle with Li Jing, he was injured too badly. Although he took a piece of 

Johnson’s Pill, he only managed to heal for half an hour, and he could only say that he could barely 

stabilize his injury. 

“I ask you, since you are the son of the Yu family, why did you give up the Yu family’s property to Yu 

Xuan in vain?” Yang Zihuan questioned. 

Yu Sheng turned around and looked at Yang Zihuan, without speaking. 

“The Yu family has hundreds of billions of assets, do you really want a point?” Yang Zihuan asked again. 

Yu Sheng shook his head and said, “No.” 

“you you……” 

Yang Zi was very angry. She was completely stupid for the rest of her life. She said angrily: “Even if it’s 

not for me, you still have to consider our son. Do you want his son to work for others in the future?” ” 

“Xiao Shui is still young, now I think so much about what to do, besides, when he grows up, I will give 

him a venture fund. Whether he can become a master depends on his ability.” Yu Sheng said. 



“You give him a venture fund? You don’t need a penny for the rest of the family. Where do you give him 

the venture fund, do you rely on your poor salary as a driver?” Yang Zihuan said sarcastically. 

“I think you want me to go back and inherit the family property, so as to be Mrs. Kuo.” Yu Sheng said 

sarcastically. 

“I have been with you for four years to have children for you. Now that you have this opportunity, 

shouldn’t I become Mrs. Kuo?” Yang Zihuan retorted. 

“If you want to be Mrs. Kuo, I will use my method to make your wish come true.” Yu Sheng said. 

“Your way?” 

Yang Zihuan laughed and said: “You can say that such a large property of the Yu family is already in your 

pocket, but you give it up and don’t take it. Do you treat me as a fool, or are you really a fool!” 

Abandon but not take? 

A wry smile appeared in Yu Sheng’s eyes. 

Why doesn’t he want to go back and inherit the family business? 

But is it okay now? 

He only killed Li Hongsu and Li Jing, especially Li Jing, who was the strongest of the Li family. Will the Li 

family let him go? 

It is said that Grandpa Li is several times stronger than Li Jing. Even if Grandpa Li does not take action, 

with the status of the Li family in Shangjing, it is not easy for him to kill himself? 

When I go to Beijing now, I am going to give people away. 

He stayed in Qiancheng. This was his home court. Even if the Li family found him, he would still have a 

variety of methods to deal with the enemy, so he would not be so passive. 

But these things, he was too lazy to explain to Yang Zihuan. 

“Don’t just invest money in your eyes. Isn’t our family doing well? We want a car and a car, a house and 

a house, and no worries about food and clothing. Why do we have to be Mrs. Kuo?” Yu Sheng sighed. 

Said in a tone. 

“Bah, you are ashamed to say that even the broken house, I just want to live in a villa.” Yang Zihuan took 

a bite and said coldly.  
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She just wanted to force Yu Sheng to go back and inherit the family property. 

With hundreds of billions of assets in the Yu family, this fool gave to Yu Xuan without a single point. How 

could she be reconciled in her heart. 

“If you don’t buy me a villa, we will divorce.” Yang Zihuan threatened. 

Yu Sheng took a deep look at Yang Zihuan, and sighed again in his heart: “I will buy you a set when I have 

money.” 

“When did you have money? You can have money now, why don’t you?” Yang Zihuan pressed hard. 

“That’s not my money.” Yu Sheng said. 

In fact, he took the black card back, and there were hundreds of billions in the card, which was more 

than the Yu family’s circulating funds. He just didn’t want to tell Yang Zihuan. 

“Zi Huan, what are you entangled with? He just killed three people, and there is no death penalty 

without death sentence. You went to get married and divorced him today.” 

At this moment, Gao Qing came out and said. 

“That’s right, let alone killing three. Even if he only kills one, it’s a capital crime. Zi Huan, you will break it 

with him today for your own sake and for our Yang family.” Yang Jian also persuaded. 



“And if you think about it, if he is sentenced, it will affect Xiaoshui, so you have to leave him today, or 

Xiaoshui won’t even have the qualifications to go to university in the future.” Gao Qing said again. 

Yang Zihuan frowned. She had just forgotten about the Yu family property. 

Yu Sheng really killed someone today. Will the police let him go? 

Thinking of this, his face suddenly sank: “Yu Sheng, you have inherited the family property now, and you 

may still have a chance to get rid of the crime. If you don’t inherit the family property and you don’t 

have the identity of more than the head of the family, you will definitely be shot. do you know?” 

“Don’t worry, Yu Xuan will not report the incident, nor will the Li family report the incident. The police 

will not interfere with the grievances in the martial arts. 

Besides, if the police really want to intervene, someone will help me. “Yu Sheng said. 

“Who will help you? The chairman of Sihai Group?” Yang Zihuan asked. 

For the rest of his life, he was silent and nodded. 

Yang Zihuan narrowed his eyes slightly, and said coldly: “Tell me honestly, what is the relationship 

between you and the chairman of Sihai Group?” 

“The relationship between the driver and the boss.” Yu Sheng said. 

“You lied!” Yang Zihuan didn’t believe it at all. 

Yu Sheng raised his eyebrows and had to say: “I blocked the bullet for him. I am his driver and his 

bodyguard. With his energy, it is just a phone call to help me.” 

Yang Zihuan frowned slightly, and she couldn’t refute what Yu Sheng said. 

She thought for a while, and then said: “You really decided not to inherit the family property?” 

Yu Sheng nodded. 

“You, you really let me down, for the rest of my life, the biggest mistake of my life is to marry you this 

fool!” Yang Zihuan gritted his teeth angrily. 

“Is there anything I want to ask? If there is any, I’m going to heal my wounds. I still have at least seven or 

eight bones broken.” Yu Sheng said. 

Yang Zihuan trembled slightly, thinking of the fight scene with Li Jing before Yu Sheng, she felt a little 

heartache inexplicably, but looking at Yu Sheng’s silly scream, she couldn’t help but burst out: 

“roll!” 

Yu Sheng spread his hands and walked to his car. 

Yang Zihuan stretched out his hand and wanted to ask Yu Sheng if he could drive, but he swallowed 

again after the words reached his lips. 

The rest of my life today gave her a big surprise, but what followed was a deep disappointment and a 

grasp of her. 

The Yu family has hundreds of billions of assets, and if he goes back to inherit it, their family will 

suddenly skyrocket. 

But for the rest of my life, I won’t go. Are you angry? 

This feeling is like there is a golden mountain in front of you. 

Looking at the Jinshan in front of you, you are crazy. 

But there is nothing he can do. 

What kind of evil is this!  

 


